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Too Juul for School
by Rachel Sanchez and Joseph “Joey” DeNisi
Mango, grape, strawberry-lemonade—sound appealing? You
might think you’re perusing the frosty freezers of the ice cream
aisle at the grocery store, but you’d be wrong. These are some of
the flavors offered by Juul, an e-cigarette company which has
transformed the way American adults--and teenagers--smoke.
As fun as the flavors sound, the real effects of Juuling are the
complete opposite. Juuling, or vaping, is now splashed across
social media and in-store advertisements across the country,
giving a false impression of safety. In the beginning, the Juul
company started as a proposed method to help smokers quit
combustible cigarettes by transitioning into using e-cigarettes.
The idea was that using a Juul is safer than smoking a cigarette.
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But the targeting of teens and children as young as eight years
old--according to investigations conducted by the United States
Congress--through colorful social media advertisements, sweet
flavors, and the false notion that it has no adverse health
effects, has ensnared a new generation of nicotine addicts. Juul
used tactics such as by coming into schools and conducting
presentations, putting up posters, TV ads, and allowing
underage children to purchase their products online. This
flashy and discreet and new smoking device has now opened up
the doors for all types of new diseases and dangerous addictions
that aren’t so sweet.

Wanna Quit? Here
are some words of
encouragement from
Preppers…
It’s the same thing as a
cigarette... If you wouldn’t
smoke a cigarette, why would
you Juul? It won’t be cool
anymore when you need a
lung transplant or breathe
through a tube.
[Don’t be like me] I can barely
keep my stamina up when I
run or play sports.
It’s only a ruse to make a
quick buck. It isn’t better than
smoking whatsoever. Save
yourself before you become
addicted.
We are too young to be
messing up our lungs in a
pointless way and if you want
to have a healthy future
you're putting yourself at risk
by doing so.

Now, with this new technology stems the big debatable question:
What is Juul really selling? The short answer to this question is
addiction. Addiction, in simpler terms, is dependency. You can
be addicted to anything. Addiction, however, at its worst, can
control one’s entire life. Juul knows that addiction puts money
in their pockets, as their consumers become dependent on their
product. Of all the electronic cigarette options, Juul has the
highest levels of nicotine. In fact, one Juul pod has the same
amount of nicotine as 20 cigarettes (“JUUL®: An Electronic
Cigarette You Should Know About”). This entices and
practically forces the consumer to continue to purchase Juul
pods because of their addiction, which means hundreds of teen
dollars are being thrown down the drain every year since
they’re the demographic that’s being targeted. These teens
have introduced tons of nicotine into their bodies to the point of
no return; they’re destroying their bodies and they can’t stop
because they’re already addicted. These companies are out to
get you, they don’t care if your health is at stake.

Stop killing yourself slowly
without you knowing
Stop ASAP, it's not gonna end
well. Pick something else that
will replace it, something like
food or gum.
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IN
THE
BOOGIE
DOWN

The “Boogie Down” launched as a moniker for the Bronx
in the late 1970s and by the early 1980s, with the
introduction and rise of hip hop in the Bronx, the
moniker stuck.

by Jada Flores and Jasmine Wang

THE HISTORY
Did you know that in 2017 the overall
population of the Bronx was
approximately 1.47 million people? That’s
a lot of Yankees fans!! However, this
wasn’t always the case. Way back in the
1600s, “The Bronx was called Rananchqua
by the native Siwanoy band of Lenape,
while other Natives knew The Bronx as
Keskeskeck. It was divided by the
‘Aquahung’ river, now known as the Bronx
River. The land was first settled by
Europeans in 1639, when Jonas Bronck,
for whom the area was later named,
established a farm along the Harlem River
in the area now known as the Mott Haven
section,” according to History of the Bronx
at yesthebronx.org. The Bronck’s wealthy
friends, from Manhattan, would visit and
say that they were “going to the Bronck’s
Land,” hence, The Bronx…

Like It Like That” (1994), “Marty” (1955),
“Raging Bull” (1980, set partially right here
in Pelham Parkway), “Fort Apache, the
Bronx” (1981), last year’s winner of two
Academy Awards, “Green Book,” and the
popular movie, “Joker” (2019). One notable
area happens to be PPA’s neighborhood,
Pelham Parkway. Pelham Parkway was
founded in 1881. Its name derives from the
fact that it connects Bronx Park at Boston…

THE HOOD 11: The Bronx is known,
far and wide, by its neighborhoods. We see
them in films like “A Bronx Tale” (1993), “I
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The oﬃcial flag of the
Bronx: the eagle looks
east.

Road and Pelham Bay Park. The Parkway
runs 2.5 miles and acts as a boundary
between the New York Zoological Society
and the Botanical Society within Bronx
Park. It is said that the neighborhood is
roughly 20 city blocks that align with the
Bronx and Pelham Parkways.
There are a few schools that are in the
Pelham Parkway hood. These include Public
Schools 105 and 96 which teach students in
kindergarten to grade 5. Teachers complain
that the school has become too
overpopulated. There is a main Middle
School, No. 135, which closed down in 2008
due to its poor academic scores. It now
houses three smaller high schools, Aspire
Academy, Bronx Green Middle, and Urban
Assembly School for Wildlife Conservation
which closed in 2017 due to a fatal stabbing
between two students.

Monell, a retired baseball player for the New
Yo r k M e t s . I n a d d i t i o n , o u r fo r m e r
councilman James Vacca graduated from
our campus. Further, George Marino, a
mastering engineer and mastered songs with
The Beatles and John Lennon, attended
Columbus. The famous actor, John McGiver,
who can be found in the episode, “Sound and
Silences” of “Twilight Zone” and appeared in
an episode of “Giilligan’s Island,” attended
CCHS as well. In 1948, Anna Maria Louisa
Italiano who was an American singer,
a c t r e s s , d i r e c t o r, a n d s c r e e n w r i t e r
graduated from Columbus.
The Pelham Parkway neighborhood of which
we, as students here at PPA are members, is
a unique area filled with subtle beauties-such as the manner in which tree branches
grow around electrical lines along Waring-and city bustle--such as the 5 and 2 trains.
Attending school in this neighborhood
provides us with a dual experience of both
suburb- and city-living.

Stay tuned for the 2nd installment of “Pelham
Press in the Boogie Down” in our next issue!

Christopher Columbus High School is by far
the largest school in the neighborhood and
though CCHS was beloved by most of its
graduates, it closed in June of 2014. In
2002, the first of the small schools now
housed on the Columbus Campus opened,
Pelham Preparatory Academy.
Other
schools on campus include Astor Collegiate
Academy, Collegiate Institute for Math and
Science, High School for Language and
Innovation, and Bronxdale High School.
Our campus holds over 2,000 students from
grades 9-12. Christopher Columbus High
School was originally opened in 1939 and
there are countless notable alumni. David
Berkowitz, the Son of Sam, who committed
eight different shooting attacks, graduated
from Christopher Columbus. Another
alumni that attended this campus is Johnny
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Impeachment for Dummies
by Danae Cruz

On July 25, 2019, Donald Trump called the
newly elected President of Ukraine,
Volodymyr Zelensky and, according to a
transcript of the call released by the White
House:, “...Mr. Trump appeared to condition
American military aid to Ukraine on
whether Mr. Zelensky agreed to pursue
investigations into the Biden
family” (“Rough Transcript of Trump’s First
Phone Call With Ukrainian Leader
Released,” New York Times). This action has
led to accusations of a quid-pro-quo--a latin
legal term meaning “this for that” which is
an essential component of bribery. Bribery
is offering or accepting something of value
to influence a public official, which is
considered to be a misdemeanor and high
crime. A few examples of these
misdemeanors include perjury of oath,
abuse of authority, intimidation, failure to
supervise, misuse of assets, tax evasion,
refusing to obey a law order and bribery.
Tension has grown since the whistleblower
reported this incident on whether or not he
will stay in office for the remainder of his
term. Trump seems to be concerned for his
chances at reelection because the favor he
sought was to have Ukraine investigate Joe
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Biden—the top contender at the time of the
phone call for the Democratic nominee—and
his son Hunter Biden, who sat on the board
of a Ukranian oil company steeped in
c o n t r o v e r s y a n d c o r r u p t i o n . M a ny
democrats, led by Nancy Pelosi, the Speaker
of the House, are working to gain full
knowledge and truth on the situation
regarding Trump’s true intentions.Speaker
Pelosi, “said the president’s conduct
revealed his ‘betrayal of his oath of office,
betrayal of our national security and
betrayal of the integrity of our elections,’” in
a New York Times article dated September
24, 2019.
If Trump, in fact, did bribe Zelensky, this
serves as misconduct by the highest official
in America and not only is this conduct
impeachable, he would probably be removed
from office and Mike Pence would serve out
his remaining time in office. However, there
are always two sides to every story, of
course, and according to Republican
congressmen involved in the Impeachment
inquiry, Trump was merely testing the
newly elected Ukrainian President’s
commitment to weeding out the corruption
of Ukrainian.
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P P A
C A R
E S …

Repping PPA at the Breast Cancer Walk at Orchard Beach:
Katherine Reyes, John Lutterdoht, Kayla Crawford, Madison
Rodriguez, Nadeera Hassan, Briana Campbell, Bryana
Castro, Destiny Soto, Savannah Colley, Ms. Flannery and Mr.
Sieunarine

Your 2019-2020 PPA
Student Council
Seniors:
President = Obinna Njoku II
Vice-President = Savannah Colley
Treasure = Nadeera Hassan
Public Relations = Julietta Moin
Secretary = Alba Santana
Juniors:
President = Elizabeth Placido Linares
Vice-President = Neveah Foy
Treasure = John Lutternodt
Public Relations = Destynie Soto
Secretary = Madison Rodriguez
Sophomores:
President = Maddison Green
Vice-President = Amy Sanchez
Treasure = Adayra Muniz
Public Relations = Emily Ramirez
Secretary = Denver Johnson/Yasmin
Neziroski
Freshmens:
President = Elainnes Suriel
Vice-President = Faith Hamilton
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Hopping into the Law
by Lauren Reyes
Hundreds of New Yorkers protested the
NYPD on November 1st after a video was
posted online depicting a violent altercation
between police and teens. The video shows
one police officer punching a fifteen-year-old
boy, Benjamin Marshall, after trying to
break up a fight with teens. Allegedly, the
teens in the video were resisting arrest
because they were accused of jumping the
subway turnstile in order to evade paying
the fare. Mayor DeBlasio has recently
instituted a campaign to end fare evasion,
assigning five hundred additional police
officers to patrol the subway. Marshall had
apparently initiated the altercation with the
officer, which resulted in Marshall being
punched in the face. Many people argue that
the video doesn’t disclose the whole
situation and simply causes the policeman
to look unprofessional. Now this raises the
question: How else should a police officer
react after being physically assaulted?
Marshall and his family have filed a five
million dollar lawsuit against the City of
New York, claiming that he, “did nothing
wrong,” and was merely an innocent
bystander victimized by the chaos that
occurred in the station. After the incident,
“Marshall was sent to the 84th Precinct,
where he was held for twelve hours without
any medical attention, the lawsuit claims,”
according to Anna Quinn, a staff writer for
The Patch.
Those who participated in the protest were
demonstrating their staunch opposition to
“police brutality.” They chanted “No justice,
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no peace,” and were allegedly vulgar and
verbally aggressive with NYPD officers.
Those not living in New York City may be
unaware that there have been several
recent instances in which the NYPD has
been caught in controversies over excessive

force--namely the death of AfricanAmerican males like Eric Garner, at the
hands of police. The NYPD has responded to
the backlash, reassuring citizens that they
do everything they can to “ensure public
safety.” New Yorkers know how to catch the
public eye, and they also know how to start
movements almost instantly, and so they
did once again by protesting “over-policing”
in our city’s subways. Videos all over the
internet posted of the protest exhibit
hundreds of New Yorkers hopping the
turnstiles that Friday night in solidarity
with the teens. Not only had they been
angered about the incident with Marshall,
they had been waiting to express their
anger towards the NYPD for taking extreme
measures against citizens not paying $2.75
when they could be out catching real
criminals. Ultimately, this altercation only
added to the tense relationship between
some communities and the New York City
Police Department.
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PSAL: The Columbus Sharks on the Rise!
by Emily Rodriguez and Lauren Reyes
Hello fellow PPA student athletes! This year we
powerfully started our fall and winter sports
season. We broke unlucky curses and had some
teams that worked hard enough to even go as far
as the playoffs! The coaches, student athletes,
and school spirit athletes are generally very
optimistic and excited for the upcoming seasons.
“The Pelham Press” took the liberty to interview
some of your favorite coaches to see how they
feel looking forward and how they felt about the
fall season that you may have missed!
Coach Ortiz is the infamous and successful coach
of the girls basketball team. Her outlook of this
season (which started December 3rd) is very
hopeful and enthusiastic. She says, “I’m very
optimistic, most of the veteran team members
are returning, and I feel confident in the team.”
Uh oh, Clinton High School better watch out this
season, the girls are hungry and it sure smells
like teen spirit. Along with the team’s
performance, Coach Ortiz also wants to make
sure that the girls are in “good condition and are
on their best behavior.” How sweet! “Every year
brings a new type of excitement,” Coach says-and I think we can all agree--that we are ready
to see the girls on their A game, kicking butt out
there. Best of luck guys!

overtime; and finishing with a winning record at
home. For those who are looking to join football
next season or are simply interested in training,
there will possibly be training program in
December for skill improvement and
conditioning so stay tuned for more info!
One of the most popular sports in the fall season
at Columbus happens to be Soccer. Though it is a
very physical and sometimes tiring sport, many
of the male students throughout our campus
look forward to the tryouts in the summer. Some
of the season’s highlights include winning
overtime in the second round of the playoffs,
and having the senior captain score twenty-one
goals throughout the season. “They finished at
ten wins with one loss, and won back-to-back
division titles,” Coach Renick proudly stated.
“Overall,” he concluded, “this season was a great
success!” The team’s dynamic is important to
note. Renick chose a group of athletes that didn’t
really know each other, and they successfully
won a division title.

Finally, we have boys basketball which is
currently in the throes of their season, so you’re
not too late to show up at some of the games with
your Columbus Shark spirit! So far the team is
1-2, but they’ve been fighting and working hard
to improve their performance. Coach Hennep
and his boys are very positive and determined to
It was quite a season for the boys football team
make it to the playoffs and break another dark
wasn’t it? They went 5-4 and was one of our
streak for Columbus sports. “I’m optimistic…
campus’ sports teams that made
There are great senior leaders that
the playoffs in their division.
shine bright, and we got some good
Unfortunately, they lost in the first
talent.” Darius Priester, one senior
round; however, they broke the
leader said, demonstrated their
curse and brought the team to
enthusiasm. “I feel great. We’re
triumph, making it to the playoffs
prepared. And we’re hungry man.”
for the first time in five years.
Davin Morgan, another first-string
Coach O’Keeffe is very proud in his
senior echoed Darius’ sentiments.
boys this season. He said, “I feel
“I’m excited to see the growth,
very positive… Last year they were
competing, working hard each game,
0-9 this year they were 5-4! We had
and helping younger teammates.”
great senior leaders, and I see very
How
touching! Lehman, Stevenson,
Coach Renick
bright futures ahead.” Some of
and Roosevelt are the teams to beat this
Coach’s highlights of the season took place
season, so let’s cheer the boys on and give
in the second game because it was his first win
our support.
as head coach and the game went into double
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